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Chloé Torney

Here you can also find turtles.  
A center is specialized for their safeguards it also  
serves as museum this center is called kelonia

Romain Lenormand
"The Turtles are very beautiful! , They live on the  
coasts of the island.  

Daren Sanchez

Boucan canot is a beach of Saint - Paul (St-Gilles) in Reunion
Island.

Romain Lenormand
"A Beach where You can picnic and  Have fun"  . "Roches 
Noires beach !

Maxime MUSSARD
The Spices  Garden is the place where all �owers from
Reunion Island grow. In the forest of Saint-Phillipe, The
Spices Garden is a great place to walk and relaaax ! :D
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Romain.Lenormand

"The Gulf of Reunion Nothing more beautiful"

"Romain.Lenormand
The "Piton de la Fournaise"  Volcano in Reunion Isalnd.  

Chloé Torney

The whales are near our coast in June and July. They  
come here to breed before returning to the cold waters

Charlotte BROSCRITTO
It is the cows of the agricultural high school near the middle
school(college) and the primary school ( Lenepveu) in St Joseph

Florence Baille
The "Plaine des Cafres" is a high plain in Reunion Island.
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Romain Lenormand

"Sharks are very aggressive especially for surfers"

Daren Sanchez
The "Piton des neiges" is a the largest mountain in the
Reunion Island. It measures 3071m. high ( 10 069 pi).

Maxime MUSSARD
"Cilaos" is a little city between beautiful mountains. In the
center of Cilaos, there is a  charming lake.

Sarah MASSON
It is the National Park of Reunion Island.

Charlotte BROSCRITTO
This is the sunrise seen from my window .It was at 5:00 AM. It
is magni�cent and it was already  29°Celsius. 

Nathan PLANTE
The shark lives in Reunion Island ! I love them ! There are so
beautiful !
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Daren sanchez
The Beach of "Grande Anse" is a magni�cent beach in
Reunion Island.

Nathan PLANTE
The scorpio also lives in Reunion Island ! Look at them !

Maxime MUSSARD
"Grand Anse" is the most beautiful beach of Reunion Island.
Between beach and forest, "Grand Anse" is the best place for
the week-end ! :3

Romain Lenormand
"It's a dolphin,

It lives on the coasts of ReunionWe can go to observe them  on a  
boat. They are beautiful"  

Nathan PLANTE
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The Solitaire is a bird which used to liveIn Reunion Island .

Kyllian PALASSY
"'Grand Anse" beach of Reunion Island

Charlotte BROSCRITTO
Manapany is a pond . There is some fresh water at its
entrance which is a mixture of salty water of the Indian
Ocean. It is a good place for picnics with family and friends.

Daren sanchez

Waterfalls of large pebbles are  beautiful landscapes  
of the Reunion Island.

Laurianne LUSINIER
This is a �ower called "Oiseau paradis ".
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Florence Baille
The " Cardinal " is a little red bird from Reunion Island.

Matthias Baret
"Ti Sable"  is not well-known by tourists and 
inhabitants fo Reunion except from those of Saint 
Joseph. It is a small beach of black sand, with the  
aspect of a creek, bordered by a cliff where it is 
good to relax, picnic, to take some photos, to  or do 
nothing

Chloé Torney

Manapany is a great place to swim

Lindsey.Ramsamy
The "endormi" 
is a chameleon that changes color according to where it is .

Nathan PLANTE
The gecko of Manapany is a reptile. It lives at Manapany

Stéphane K/BIDY
This is a "zourite " , an octopus
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MARIE.POTIN
The "Roche Noire" : it's a beach which is in the city of Saint-
Paul in Reunion Island.

Stéphane K/BIDY
This is "tuit tuit", a little bird.

Léa. FONTAINE
Mafate is one of the three great natural circuses of the Piton
des Neiges massif in Reunion.

Stéphane K/BIDY
This is turtledove.

Luc_Cai
The "gecko vert"is a small lizard. I like it.   ﾍ(￣▽￣*)ﾉ 

Léa HOAREAU
"L'Ermitage"is  a beach of white sand located on the west
coast of Reunion Island with a barrier reef . It's a
magni�cent and lovely beach !
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Marine CORBEL
The Sea   Urchin "Oursin" : 
The sea urchin is a aquatic animal.

Raphael.Cazal
Litchis! Delicious fruits.

LoÏc Etheve
The "Tangue" is a kind of hedgehog . 

Laude Clain.Sohane
This is a "Nid de guepe" , a wasp nest.

Brice. Lebreton
Un nid de guêpes : a wasp nest 
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KAREN.LEBON
The "Zoiseau la vierge" from Reunion Island. They are
endemic birds of Reunion Island. They live in tropical and
subtropical forests. They are also know under the name of
"Tchitrec des Mascareignes".

Marine Corbel
- The Maido is a mountain on top of Reunion Island.  
- It is 2 200 meters high!

Stéphane K/BIDY
"un caméléon - un endormi" :  
This is chameleon. 

Léa HOAREAU

The "FLAMBOYANT" : it's a tree  with beautiful red �owers
of tropical origin . In Reunion Island it blooms in summer
(December).

Léa FONTAINE
The Dolphin. Dolphins are aquatic animals...They live in the
ocean. Dolphins in French refer to many cetaceans  with
teeth...The dolphins belong to the families of the  ....

enzo.lauret
The blue whale lives in the ocean of Reunion. they come in
winter to breed themselves . 

MARIE.POTIN
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※※※※※※

The "PAILLE EN QUEUE" :  
It's a bird from Reunion Island. They live at sea. They are the
symbolic bird of Reunion Island.

Sarah Masson
The volcano "Piton de la Fournaise" offers an extraordinary
landscape. It is like on the moon! It is one of the most active
volcanoes in the world.

Enzo DALLEAU
The "BABOUK" is a big spider from Reunion Island. They live
in the forests, Trocks, the houses and banana trees .

Enzo DALLEAU
the "DODO" is an old bird of reunion island disappeared 281
years ago  in 1746 . 
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